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Abstract
Home cleaning robots have become popular. Most of the
home cleaning robots are based on ground vehicles. While
the cleaning robots based on ground vehicles can vacuum
or wash floors robustly and efficiently, but they only clean
on floors, not on stairs or furnitures. In this demo, we
show a new concept of cleaning robot, called
HoppingDuster. HoppingDuster is based on an aerial
vehicle, which can fly to stairs or furnitures to be cleaned,
and hop or hover to wipe or blow down dust on them
toward the floor so that the ground cleaning robot can
vacuum the dust. HoppingDuster adapts its behavior to
finish it cleaning within designated time and battery
capacity.
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Introduction
Home robots attract much attention to automate house
housework. Cleaning robots are most successful home
robots, which are widely used in many families. Most of
the home cleaning robots are based on ground vehicles,
like Roomba. They can vacuum or wash floors robustly
and efficiently.

Although the ground cleaning robot can climb over a
small difference in level on the floor, it cannot reach other
places far from the floor in a house, such as stairs or
furnitures. Thus, many parts in a house are still uncleaned
only by the ground cleaning robots.

Our idea is to utilize unmanned aerial vehicles for house
cleaning. However, many challenges exist to apply the
aerial cleaning robot for house cleaning. One challenge is
limitation of payload. Aerial cleaning robots should be
small to work in a house, but payload of it is quite small.
It is hard to attach a vacuum device used in ground
cleaning robot to the aerial cleaning robot. Another
challenge is limitation of battery capacity. In particular,
flying consumes battery. For example, CrazyFlie[1], which
is a small aerial vehicle, can fly up to 7 minutes. It is
difficult to attach large battery to aerial vehicle due to the
limitation of payload. Aerial cleaning robots should deal
with the limitations of payload and battery capacity.

HoppingDuster
We propose a new concept of cleaning robot, called
HoppingDuster. HoppingDuster is based on a quadrotor,
which can fly to stairs or furnitures to be cleaned.

Two ways for cleaning
Main responsibility of the HoppingDuster is not to
vacuum, but to wipe or blow down dust. The
HoppingDuster is equipped not with vacuum device, but

with mop to reduce additional weight. It moves
designated path to wipe dust by the mop, or blow away
dust by wind generated the HoppingDuster, as shown in
Figure 1. Then ground cleaning robot vacuums the dust
fallen on the floor.
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Figure 1: Cleaning by HoppingDuster

Three ways for migration
HoppingDuster moves along with a migration path
determined for each place to be cleaned. It provides three
modes for migration: hopping mode where HoppingDuster
repeatedly gives small jumps by rotating propellers for a
short period of time, hovering mode where it flies low, and
flying mode. The flying mode is used to reach places to
be cleaned. Remaining two modes are used for cleaning,
and have some drawback and advantage. The hopping
mode will consume less energy than the hovering mode,
because it activates motors for a short period of time.
The hovering mode will move faster than the hopping
mode, but it may not clean better than the hopping mode.

Self-adaptiveness
HoppingDuster is a self-adaptive system. It tries to finish
its cleaning within designated energy consumption and
designated time, by changing its behavior. It periodically
monitors its progress and status, and selects and switches
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an appropriate mode.

Prototype Development
Hardware
We developed a prototype of HoppingDuster on the basis
of CrazyFlie. CrazyFlie is an open souce, palm size aerial
vehicle, which has four motors and propellers, 3-axis
gyros, 3-axis accelerometer, 3-axis magnetometer, an
altitude sensor, and on-board low-energy radio to
communicate with a server. It can lift a payload of up to 5
- 10 g, and can fly up to 7 minutes. We attached bumpers
made of aluminum and mops as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Prototype of HoppingDuster

It can measure its 3-axis acceleration, tilt, direction,
altitude by using the build-in sensors. It also can
collaborate with external sensors via a server. We use
Kinect to localize the HoppingDuster. HoppingDuster can
determine its current position from data reported by
Kinect.

Demo scenarios : Cleaning on Stairs and Desk
In this demo, we will show two case studies cleaning on
stairs and a desk. Figure 3 illustrates migration paths for
stairs and a desk. For stairs, HoppingDuster cleans at
every stair. It detects walls by using acceleration and
direction data, and change direction of migration. Then it
flies to the down stair, and detect landing by using
acceleration and altitude data. By repeating these steps,
it clean the stairs.
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Figure 3: Migration paths for stairs and a desk

For a desk, HoppingDuster cleans a desk by go the circuit
of a desk. It detects edges of a desk by using location
data obtained by Kinect. In this case, we will also show
how self-adaptiveness of HoppingDuster works. The
HoppingDuster monitors current progress of the cleaning,
execution time, and energy consumptions, and changes
migration mode to finish the desk cleaning within
designated time.

Related works
There are many sophisticated algorithm to control
precisely aerial vehicles to avoid crash [2, 4, 3]. These
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algorithm will be useful for HoppingDuster to fly to
designated place by avoiding obstacles. However, flight
time of aerial cleaning robot should be minimized to
improve lifetime of the robot. HoppingDuster provides
hopping and hover mode to save energy consumption.

Conclusion
We proposed HoppingDuster, which is a self-adaptive
cleaning robot based on an aerial vehicle. HoppingDuster
improve capability of cleaning by robots, by collaborating
with traditional ground cleaning robots, and shows new
application of small aerial vehicles. For the future work,
we will integrate sophisticated flying control algorithm
into HoppingDuster to enable cleaning of several places in
one execution. In addition, we will enable collaborations
between ground cleaning robots and HoppingDusters.
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